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In general St Gallen is quite a small town, big enough to cover in one day yet still holds 

enough culture and activities to fill your semester. The city has a vast history beginning in the 

12th Century most of which is evident around the old town surrounding the cathedral and 

famous abbey library. The local population of St Gallen are friendly enough however some of 

the older generation don’t always take kindly to non-German speakers or people with a 

younger fashion sense. 

 

The University is located on top of a hill on one side of the city so information about how 

long it takes to get up there is often incorrect. The hill is bigger than you would expect so 

often catching one of the many buses is a better option. Designed in a modern way it is easy 

to find your way round with most of the English classes being in the central buildings. The 

dress code is semi-formal so be weary of your shorts and jandals, it isn’t breaking any rules 

but you might attract a few looks. 

 

There are a range of supermarkets within St Gallen so getting hold of groceries is reasonably 

easy, however much like NZ there are cheaper and more expensive chains. Denner is the 

cheapest option but still yields some nice enough food and is also the cheapest place to buy 

alcohol. Migros is the biggest and most dominant supermarket having a wider range than 

most and several stores around St Gallen.  

 

Going out in St Gallen is easy as it is only a small city; however there are still a few good 

locations, of which the best are Galleria and Trishli. Joining the universities buddy system at 

the start of the semester is a good way to meet new people and get information on events etc. 

However they do have several offers that are a waste of time, the student cards they offer 

which give you deals on clubs and pubs sound like a good option and aren’t that expensive 

but never really get used. The two main clubs ‘Trishli’ and ‘Elephant’ have separate deals 

each week in an attempt to draw in exchange students so keeping an eye on those is enough 

to ensure a bit of savings.  

 



One small downside of St Gallen and Switzerland is that they are not on the Euro and don’t 

appear to be joining it any time soon therefore the easiest way to run your finances is 

probably to set up a local account. Most of the big famous banks do not have any options for 

student accounts or people not investing millions so your best option is with Postfinance, who 

have good student accounts available. You can then transfer money into that account which 

can be accesseed in almost all stores in Switzerland. Importantly however is the fact that none 

of the bars or clubs accept Postfinance cards, this could be seen as an advantage for the more 

hasty individuals but just means that you need to get cash out before you head out. 

Switzerland is a somewhat expensive place to live so in total you are probably looking at 

around $16000NZD for your entire exchange including flights, accommodation, living 

expenses and entertainment. 

 

There are two main options for housing within St Gallen. You can either go through the 

Universities housing office which is probably a safer and easier option as you are guaranteed 

a place that is already furnished etc. or you can try and find a place on your own. Although 

attempting to get a place on your own may take more time and hold a few more risks many of 

the people I met had nicer places, in better locations and with cheaper rent so really it is up to 

your own risk adversity.  

 

The brilliance of Switzerland and in particular St Gallen is its location within Europe, being 

so central means that additional travel around the continent is reasonably easy. Trains to 

Germany and Austria are frequent enough however if you wish to go any further it is easy 

enough to train to Basel (the easyjet hub within Switzerland).For internal travel  investing in 

a ‘half tax’ card is probably worthwhile. Although the initial cost is around 140francs having 

the card makes all travel (bus, train etc) within Switzerland half price so you can pay it off 

within a couple of weeks. Depending on where you live in St Gallen bus is usually the best 

way to get around, with accurate information and several buses going the same route every 

hour.   

 

Getting set up etc. is easy in St Gallen and both host and home universities give you adequate 

information before you arrive. With reasonably relaxed timetables and easy enough courses, 

meaning more free time for travelling, St Gallen is definitely a choice worth considering for 

your international exchange.  

 


